
33. Service to Industry: Summer Schools and 
Industrial Associates Program

Brian J. Thompson

The Institute of Optics was born out of an academic need to provide a scientific and tech-
nological educational program in support of industrial research, development, and product
design. The academic program would, of course, have its own internal strong research and
development activity as an integral part of its degree programs to stay on the cutting edge
of developments in optical science and engineering. It was this overall concept that led both
Kodak and Bausch & Lomb to financially support the founding of “The Institute of
Applied Optics” and to guarantee the funding for the first five years. This guarantee on
their part would ensure a supply of well-educated graduates for the local and national work
force. In addition, the companies in the greater Rochester area would be able to send their
employees to part-time programs and special evening courses to upgrade their skills, or to
retrain graduates from other disciplines so that they could work effectively on optical com-
ponent and systems design.

Summer Schools

One special technique to fulfill the particular educational role that the University had
accepted was the early invention and introduction of summer courses that would be avail-
able on a residential basis to participants from any geographic location. A flyer in 1931
announced the “Summer Course in Optics for Industrial Laboratory Engineers” July
6–August l. The brochure contained the leading statement that “The Institute of Applied
Optics at the University of Rochester was founded in 1929 . . . to meet a demand from the

Rudolf Kingslake’s Summer School class of 1976.
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optical industry for men properly trained in the underlying principles involved in the
design, construction, and use of optical instruments and appliances.”

Interestingly the brochure listed the following administrative officers of the Institute:
Rush Rhees, president of the University; T. Russell Wilkins, acting director; Lloyd A. Jones,
Eastman Kodak Co.; and Wilbur B. Rayton, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. The faculty of
the Institute were also listed, in addition to the acting director, as Brian O’Brien, profes-
sor of physiological optics; Rudolf Kingslake, assistant professor of geometrical optics; A.
Maurice Taylor, assistant professor of physical optics; Gustave Fassin, instructor in mechan-
ical design; Ernest Petry, lecturer in optometry; Herbert E. Wilder, instructor in optical-
shop work; and Jobe Sedwick, instructor in anatomy of the eye.23

It is interesting to note that, except for the optometry program, the structure of the
Institute was very similar to the model used at Imperial College in London. The presence
of the optometry program had a lasting effect in that vision remained an important area
for the Institute and led eventually to the now separate Center for Visual Science at the
University. Early graduates of the optometry program (which was only in effect from
1930–36) had outstanding careers, in particular William G. Allyn (class of 1934) led the
Welch Allyn Co. to great success in medical instrumentation that all started with its oph-
thalmoscope. It is a great pleasure to record that William G. was the second generation of
Allyns in the company, and today the fourth generation is assuming leadership positions.
There is still a strong relationship with the University.

To return to our formal summer school offerings, we note that since the very early
days these courses have continued throughout the life of the Institute and exist in excel-
lent, but significantly evolved, form today . . . after over seventy years! Certainly, I
would claim a tradition of excellence—a statement supported by the regular evaluation
of these programs by the participants. As indicated above, the course content has
changed continuously and often dramatically as entirely new sub-fields of optics have
developed.

In the post-Second World War era and the post-Sputnik era, the rapid expansion of
optical sciences and engineering required the reformation and reformatting of our summer
school. Thus in 1962 a new program titled “Methods of Modern Optics” was successfully
launched. This fast “new” course was scheduled for July 8–27, 1962. The news release
stated the following: “New workers in optics and persons from other colleges and univer-
sities will be enrolled in the program, which will be conducted in three one-week sections.
Fundamental optical principles, methods and instrumentation will be covered in the first
week, from July 8–13, which is pre-requisite to the more advanced discussions of the fol-
lowing weeks.

“Optical imaging systems and multilayer filter design will be discussed in the second
and third weeks, July 15–20, and July 22–27. About 65 persons are expected to be enrolled
in each section.”

In a postscript to the summer course in the Institute magazine ION (3:l), we read,
“Quite frankly we were flabbergasted! (with the enrollment). It was necessary to split the
group in half and repeat the course a second time.” The basic part of the program ran for
a number of years under the title “Fundamentals of Optics” with some other special topic
courses added, e.g., “Optical Thin Films” with Professor Philip Baumeister as the prime-
mover and principal leader. This subject has stood the test of time and is perhaps the most
often presented special-topic summer offering.

When I came to the Institute, one of the many tasks to do first (!!) was to make sure
that the next summer school was in place. The program was of special interest to me,
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having been involved in the other “modern optics” courses. Thus, we made some change
in the structure and content and changed the name to “Contemporary Optics.” The con-
cept was that under this title we would convey the idea that while the fundamentals would
still be an important part, the application of those fundamentals to contemporary optical
problems would be very much included, The title too would make sure that we always gave
the attendees a first-hand view (or anyway a glimpse) of what was going on at the fore-
front, i.e., what was “contemporary.” This general title lasted for many years; but we con-
tinuously added additional specialized courses on such topics as “Optical System Design”
offered by Rudolf Kingslake for many years; “Fundamentals of Digital and Optical Image
Processing,” “Image Formation and Detection,” “Color Specification and Measurement,”
“Ultrafast Optics and Optoelectronics,” “Nonlinear Optics,” “Optical Thin-Film Coating
Technology,” “Management of Technology,” “Lasers and Laser Systems,” “Lasers and
Optoelectronics,” and many more.

On a personal note I must say how much I enjoyed my own involvement in our sum-
mer school programs over a long period of time (late 1960s to early 1980s). Certainly I
know that the faculty and guest speakers will echo my own sentiments of their personal
experiences. The 2004 Summer School is already planned and advertised and will in fact
have taken place by the time this article is read. It is the Forty-third Annual Summer
Course Series (of the modern era, that is). The offerings are:

� Fundamentals of Optics (with labs);
� Lasers and Optoelectronics (with labs);
� Modern Optical engineering (with labs);
� Biomedical Optics;
� Optical Thin Film Coating Technology.

I have every confidence that 2004 will again be a resounding success for the Institute
and its faculty and those attending.

Teacher Programs

The Institute has always welcomed teachers from other institutions to its programs and has
often added special activities to meet their needs. It was, of course, recognized that while
participants from industry would be sponsored by their companies, teachers would find it
difficult to obtain sponsorship. We could sponsor a few positions ourselves, but could not
cover the living expenses or travel costs. However, the National Science Foundation and
other agencies have been very interested in such sponsorship and have provided grants for
the Institute for this purpose. The first of these was, I believe, in 1964 for some twenty col-
lege teachers. This process has been repeated a number of times over the years. I recall
that in 1971 the University had two such programs—one in the Institute and one in the
chemistry department, both sponsored by NSF.

High school science teachers have also benefited from the experience of our programs.
In these instances we worked with these teachers to help them develop curriculum elements
that they could use in their own high school teaching, but could also be shared with other
school districts.
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Symposia and Conferences

Another method of outreach to the industrial and research community has been the spon-
sorship of symposia and conference. Just a few examples will suffice here. In 1952 a
“Conference on Optical Methods in Industry” was held. At that time the advisory com-
mittee to the Institute had four senior university officials and six senior industrialists on its
roster. In addition, George Harriman of MIT served as an outside academic. The areas
covered in this conference were optical methods in automotive, oil, glass, chemical, paper
and pulp, printing, television and electrical. This list provides a true indication that optical
technology was of prime importance in these industries.

Several years later a “Symposium on the Formation and Evaluation of Optical
Images” was held. National and international speakers were featured, e.g., Erik Ingelstam
and G. ToraIdo di Francia.

Of particular note was the founding of “The Rochester Coherence Conference” by
R. E. Hopkins and Emil Wolf. These conferences continue with an expanded portfolio and
take place on a regular schedule with very useful published proceedings.

The celebration surrounding the 50th anniversary of the Institute was held in October
1979 with a number of seminar-type activities and exhibitions. This was followed in March
1980 by a symposium to commemorate Eastman Kodak’s centennial year which covered
major topics under the title, “Michelson, Interferometry and Film.” Among the highlights
was a presentation by Dorothy M. Livingston, A. A. Michelson’s daughter, who spoke
about his life and work as detailed in her then-recent book.

Industrial Associate Program

The Institute had from the very start an advisory board made up of senior optical indus-
try representatives. By the 1970s we all felt that there was a real need for a program with
industry that was truly interactive rather than just advisory. Through discussions that I had
with Charles Miersch of the University development office, he came up with the concept
of an industrial associates program. Jointly we pursued this idea with the faculty and suc-
cessfully launched the program in September 1974. At this point I can do no better than
quote from an original document.

Background

A constant growth in the diversity of applications for optical science and technology has
greatly expanded the field of optics in recent years. Many industries that made very little
use of optics a decade ago are finding that some of their basic operational procedures can
be improved by the use of modern optical technology.

This growth has been accompanied by an increased demand for expertise in the optics
field, expertise that The Institute of Optics at the University of Rochester has long supplied
through the education of optical scientists and engineers as well as through its program of
research in both pure and applied optics. In response to this recent demand for optics
expertise, The Institute is today training three times the number of Ph.D.’s it was during
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the mid-sixties. Furthermore, faculty and research activity has been broadened so that new
applications are being developed regularly.

Simple expansion in the internal program will not, however, meet the growing need
completely. In recognition of this we will initiate the Industrial Associates of the Institute
in September 1974. Through this new program we hope to make substantial training and
informational benefits available to participating companies while concurrently learning
more about the needs and concerns of industry. Such a mutually beneficial exchange can
improve industry’s ability to utilize modem optical technology while increasing our ability
to educate individuals to assume key roles within their companies (nearly 90 percent of
Institute graduates go into industry).

The Institute of Optics is, we believe, uniquely suited to house such an association. It
has been recognized for more than four decades as the leading center for education and
research in optics in America. Further, the spectrum of work accomplished at the Institute
is very wide, ranging from very basic research to applied optics and optical engineering.
Also, Institute faculty are experienced in cooperative projects with industry, and many have
worked full time in industry as well. Finally, the Institute, its Director and faculty have
regularly carried out education programs that are (1) aimed at short term, intensive
instruction geared to bring individuals only peripherally concerned with optics “up to
speed” in a given area, and (2) designed to provide in-depth surveys of narrowly defined
areas of optics at a very high technical level. In short, the Institute has the reputation,
resources, and experience required to provide significant short-term benefits to industries
with interests in optics.

Program

The Industrial Associates Program will comprise:
1. An annual two-day meeting for the members that will include presentations on current

work in the Institute and review papers on important topic areas by experts (either
Institute faculty or invited outside speakers). A tour of the Institute and related research
areas. Group discussions on special topics of interest.

Industrial Associates meeting, Fall of 2003.
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2. A free place for a suitable employee from each company in the various special programs
of the Institute (e.g., for 1974 we will offer “Contemporary Optical Engineering” June
3–14, and “Optical System Design” June 17–21).

3. A biannual listing of current thesis topics and recently completed theses. Copies of
theses will be available on request,

4. Complete set of reprints of papers published by faculty and students of the Institute.
5. Visits by participating company employees to the Institute will be arranged (and

encouraged) on request.
6. A number of Institute faculty will be available as seminar speakers. A list of speakers

and possible topics will be sent to participating companies. The expenses involved for
the first speaker used in each year by an associate will be covered by the program.
(We hope that the associates will not limit that invitation to a single speaker).

7. A list of members of the graduating class with their thesis topics (if applicable) will be
made available as early as possible in each academic year so that associates have the
opportunity for an early review of these potential employees.

8. Library service: The use of the library facilities at the University of Rochester.

Membership

Membership will be by invitation and restricted to a limited number of companies. The
minimum membership fee will be $5,000.00 annually although we hope that large
companies will participate at a rate above this level. The fees will be given in the form of
unrestricted grants, directly to The Institute of Optics. These funds will be used to provide
the appropriate services outlined above and to help strengthen the teaching and research
programs in the Institute.”

The program was very well accepted and has been a continuing success for almost
twenty years. To be sure, some program elements have been changed or deleted and new
items added to continue to provide for the mutual needs of the Institute and our individ-
ual partner. For example, the “annual two-day meeting” is now twice a year and is much
more interactive with presentations by Institute faculty and students and by the individual
representatives. These are now truly in-depth working level meetings.

All the interaction that has been discussed here has strengthened and helped form an
academic enterprise. We will continue to seek further ways to develop new scholarships,
new technology, new application and new ways to serve the discipline and the many users
of this disciple of optical science and engineering.
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